Facilities at Training Placement Cell

The Training and Placement Cell located at second floor in DIPSAR, is well equipped and is designed to smoothly handle and support the placement procedure at every stage. Arrangements for interviews, group discussions and pre-placement talks are handled by the staff at the Placement Cell. We are equipped with the following facilities to aid the process:

- Well furnished **Two rooms** for interviews and group discussions.
- Fully computerized **Two information technology Centers** with **10 Mbps** internet connectivity & **UPS backup**. The IT Centers can accommodate **50 students**.
- A Seminar Hall to conduct pre-placement talks and tests with a seating capacity of 50 to 60 students. It is equipped with **projection** and **internet** facility through WiFi mode.
- Student placement volunteers to assist on the day of visit and through the selection process.
- The company provides the Job Description which the serves as an introduction of the job profile for the benefit of the candidates and also informs them of the company's requirements.
- The relevant content of the Job Description electronically broadcasted to all the students along with the other additional information furnished by the company.
- The company can ask for the resumes of interested students and has the liberty to shortlist them before the beginning of the placement process.